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Agenda Today 
1. Introduction to myUSCIS 
2. Benefits of online filing 
3. Filing Form I-589 online 
4. Most critical parts of form 
5. How legal representatives file 

Form I-589 online for clients 
6. Tools available after you file 
7. Q&A 
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During today’s presentation, we will: 

• Learn what myUSCIS is 

• Review the benefits of online filing and how you submit form I-589 online. 

• Discuss the kinds of evidence you should be prepared to upload to your 
application. 

• Review how an attorney or accredited representative submits Form G-28 
online. 

• And lastly, we will talk about tools in the account that you can use after you 
submit your application online. 
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What is myUSCIS? 

myUSCIS is a secure portal where applicants and legal 
representatives can submit certain immigration forms online 
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When someone creates a USCIS online account, there are three different 
services they can use.  myUSCIS is one of these services.  myUSCIS allows 
applicants and legal representatives to submit certain immigration forms 
online. 

The other two services are: FIRST, a FOIA requesting service where applicants 
can submit their FOIA requests online and receive responsive documents 
through their account.  And then we have myE-Verify, where individuals can 
check their employment eligibility status. 
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Benefits of Applying Online 
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Submit your form 

Access notices 

Ask about a typo 
or missing mail 

There is no fee to submit 
Form I-589 

Check case status & 
sign up for alerts 

Send us secure 
messages & get answers 

Respond to a 
request for evidence 

Update your address & 
contact information 

Access case information 
24/7 from any device 

There are many advantages to filing online compared to submitting a paper 
form. For one, we believe the online account delivers the best user experience. 

In addition… 

• Submitting a form online will get your case into the processing queue faster 
than filing a paper form. And if you apply online, you usually get a receipt 
notice immediately. 

• One of the best benefits is being able to see all USCIS notices in one place. 
Also, if we issue a request for evidence, you can respond quickly by uploading 
your response and any additional documents directly to your case. We’ll show 
you more about RFEs later in the presentation. 

• You’ll be able to see case status and case history and sign up to receive 
automatic case notifications. And once an application is submitted, you and 
your attorney or accredited representative can send us case specific messages 
through a secure inbox. 

• You can update your address and contact details in the account, and the 
update goes directly to our case management system. 
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Satisfaction with myUSCIS 
We get 3,000 exit surveys per month 
Account holders report high satisfaction 
• 80% of respondents say the account was 

extremely easy or somewhat easy to use 
• 80% of respondents say they completed 

all or most of what they wanted to do 

80% of users say 
their experience was 
extremely easy or 
somewhat easy 

5 

• We invite users to take a quick exit survey when they are logging out of their 
account. We get about 3000 responses every month. 

• About 80 percent of users say the account was either extremely easy or 
somewhat easy to use. 

• Also, about 80 percent of users say they were able to complete all or most of 
what they wanted to do during their session. 

• This level of satisfaction has been consistent for more than two years. 
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Quick Reminders 
Online form is the same as paper version 

Form logic is based on applicant’s answers 

Applicants must answer all questions that apply to them 

Work at own pace, form automatically saves responses 

Draft forms are saved for 30 days 

6 

Our online forms are organized a little differently than the paper form, but both 
versions gather the same information. 

Also, our online forms have conditional logic, which means that answers to some 
questions determine the questions that are asked later. For example, if you 
indicate you are not married, we will not ask you questions about your current 
spouse. For this reason, it is important to work through the form from beginning 
to end. 

We strongly encourage you to answer all questions that apply to you as fully as 
you can. 

We automatically save your responses so you can work at your own pace. You 
can sign out and continue working on your form as long as you work on it at least 
once every 30 days. If you don’t work on your form for more than 30 days, the 
draft form will be removed and you will need to start over. 
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Account Creation—7 simple steps 
1. Go to my.uscis.gov 

2. Select “Create an account” 

3. Enter email address twice 

4. System will send you a link 

5. Click on link; enter email 
address & password 

6. System will send one-time PIN 
via text or email 

7. Enter the PIN 

7 

This slide shows what the account sign in interface looks like. Account creation is 
pretty straightforward. 

One thing to keep in mind is that each individual account must have a unique email 
address. This means, for example, that multiple asylum applicants cannot use one 
account to submit separate asylum applications. Applicants cannot share their 
online account with anyone else. 

Also note, if you are a representative who is filing on behalf of multiple asylum 
applicants, you can use one representative account to serve all your clients.  Each 
client, however, must have their own unique email address and their own applicant 
account. 

Each time someone logs in to their account, whether it is an applicant or a legal 
representative, they must enter their email address and password, and then enter a 
one-time PIN, which they can get via text message, email, or authentication app. 
This two-factor authentication is industry standard and is designed to protect 
personal information. 
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https://my.uscis.gov/
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Account Recovery Tips 
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Save your backup code and password reset answers! 

This is important. 

When you create an online account, we will give you a backup code.  You need to 
save it. If you lose access to your cell phone or the email address where you get 
the one-time verification code, you can enter the backup code instead of the 
one-time verification code to get access to your account. 

Also, when you create your account, we will ask you to choose five password 
reset questions and you will need to enter personal answers to each question. 
Please save these answers. These will enable you to reset your password 
yourself. 

If you cannot remember your answers or need assistance accessing your 
account, you can request technical support. We will provide the link for 
requesting technical support at the end of the presentation.  

* USCIS owns the images 
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Onboarding Page 
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After you create an account, you are directed to this onboarding page. There are four 
activity tiles showing the things you can do in your online account. 

The first tile on the left is for applicants to add a paper case to their account.  Please 
note that this feature does not exist for people who filed a paper Form I-589. You 
cannot link a paper I-589 to the account at this time. 

The second square is an option to file a form online, which we will review in a 
moment. 

The third option is where an applicant enters a representative passcode. When an 
applicant has a legal representative, the legal representative will complete the forms 
for the applicant. The system then automatically generates a representative passcode 
that the legal representative must send to the applicant. Applicants who are working 
with a legal representative must choose the third box, “Enter a representative 
passcode” and enter the passcode the representative sent them. This allows the 
applicant to review, approve, and sign the forms prepared by their legal 
representative. 

And the last option is a tool we have to verify someone’s identity. 

9 



 For our purposes today, the principal applicant would select “File a form 
online.” 
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Geolocation Requirement 

10 

To submit this form online, you must enable location services on 
your web browser or device to show you are physically in the 
United States when you submit your form. 

We need to be able to verify that you are physically present in the United States 
when you submit this form. So, if you want to submit Form I-589 online, you 
must enable location services on your web browser or device.  If you don’t want 
to share location data with us, you will need to submit a paper form through 
the mail. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Geolocation Requirement, continued 

When you enable location When system confirms your 
services, you will see this location, you will see this 

message: message: 

11 

Please note: the geolocation screenshot you see here on the left is just one 
example when a user uses the Google Chrome browser. The browser you 
choose may show something different. However, no matter what browser you 
use, you must enable your location services on your device to show that you are 
in the United States. 
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Form I-589 Overview 

• You cannot file online if: 
o You are in removal proceedings; 
o You fall into a category of applicants 

described in Special Instructions on our 
webpage who must file a paper form 
with the Asylum Vetting Center; or 

o You already have a pending Form I-589 
• If any of these situations apply to 

you, you must submit a paper form 

Every online form has an overview page that explains the general application 
process and what you will be asked to submit. There are two aspects to the 
Form I-589 overview page that are unique. 

The highlighted yellow section you see here is one of them. Pay close attention 
to this.  

This yellow alert is a warning that applicants who fall into the categories shown 
cannot submit form I-589 online. If you check one of the boxes shown here, you 
cannot file Form I-589 online and you would need to submit a paper 
application. 
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Form I-589 Overview 
Eligibility requirements 

The fee (there is no fee) 

Risk of Removal Warning 

Additional Information – you have the right to hire a legal 
representative at no cost to the government 

Asylum process – file form, biometrics, interview, decision 

Evidence 

30-day reminder 
13 

The form overview page has several sections. The form overview covers… 
• Eligibility requirements 
• The fee (there is no fee for this application) 
• Risk of removal— 
• Additional Info – you have the right to legal representation at no cost to the 

government. 
• How the asylum process flows 
• Evidence you need to submit 
• And a reminder to work on the form at least once every 30 days or the data 

will be deleted. 

The second aspect of this form that is unique is that it has a warning about the 
risk of removal. This warning informs you that if you apply for asylum and we 
determine you are not eligible, we may place you in removal proceedings. 

* USCIS owns the images 
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Form I-589 Online Navigation 

Online Form I-589 has seven sections: 
1. Getting Started 
2. About You 
3. Your Family 
4. Basis of Eligibility 
5. Evidence 
6. Additional Information 
7. Review and Submit 

14 

All the forms in the USCIS online account are set up with a vertical navigation 
bar along the left side of the form. This form has seven sections… 
• Getting Started, 
• About You, 
• Your Family, 
• Basis of Eligibility, 
• Evidence, 
• Additional Information, and 
• Review and Submit. 

These sections all have subsections that expand and collapse as you move 
through the form.  We suggest you pay special attention to these three 
sections… your family (CLICK),  basis of eligibility (CLICK), and evidence. 
(CLICK). 

You can jump to different sections and subsections by clicking on the title. But 
when you’re filling out the form, we recommend you work through the form 
from beginning to end so that the form’s built-in logic works properly. 

14 



Keep in mind that the online form is organized a little differently than 
the paper form, but they both collect the same information. 
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When You Complete the Form 
• You MUST BE physically in the U.S. when you submit Form I-589. 

• If you already have an A-number, you must use it on Form I-589. 

• If you are an Afghan national paroled into U.S. as part of 
Operation Allies Welcome: 
• Write your name exactly as it appears on any U.S. government-issued 

documents you may have in your possession. 

• If you were issued an “Alien number (A-number)” that begins with “241,” use 
that A-number when you complete your Form I-589. 

15 

A few reminders about completing Form I-589… 

• As mentioned, a few slides ago, you MUST BE physically present in the U.S. 
when you submit Form I-589. 

• If you already have an A-number, you must use that same A number on this 
form. 

• If you are an Afghan national paroled into U.S. as part of Operation Allies 
Welcome, there are two points to remember: 

• One, you should write your name exactly as it appears on the 
documents the U.S. government issued to you 

• And two, if you were issued an “Alien number (A-number)” that begins 
with “241,” use that A-number when you complete your Form I-589. 
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Your Family—Adding Dependents 
• Simple user interface to 

add dependents 
• Spouse 
• Children 

• You must add all 
dependents even if you 
do not include them on 
your application 

16 

And now we will review those three sections we recommend you pay close 
attention to. The “Your Family” section is used to add information about your 
family members. You must include the requested information for all family 
members, even if they are not included as dependents on your asylum 
application. You will also indicate whether you want to add your spouse and 
children as dependents on your asylum application. 

If you indicate you are single, you will automatically skip past any questions 
related to a spouse. However, if you select that you are married, the form will 
automatically display questions about your spouse and your marriage. 

Similar to the ‘Add Spouse’ process, you can indicate whether or not you have 
children. If you say yes, additional pages will display for you to enter information 
about each child. 

Dependent data include name, gender, race, DOB, city and country of birth, 
country of nationality, marital status, A#, passport #, SSN, current location 

Parents and siblings cannot be dependents on Form I-589, but you must still 
provide information about them in this section. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Basis of Eligibility 
To qualify for asylum, you 
must establish you are a 
“refugee” under the law. 

You must choose the 
basis(es) under which you 
seek asylum. 

17 

When you get to the section called Basis of Eligibility, you must choose the 
basis(es) under which you seek asylum. You must choose at least one of these 
options, and if applicable, you can choose more than one. 
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Basis of Eligibility 
• Applicants must include a 

description of their  
relevant experiences 

• 4,000 characters/question 

• Applicants can submit 
additional written 
description 

18 

You are expected to provide detailed descriptions of your experiences in 
response to each question in this section.  

For example, one question the form asks is….“Do you fear harm or 
mistreatment if you return to your home country?” If you answer no, the form 
will take you to the next question. However, if you answer yes, the form’s 
conditional logic will open a dialogue box, prompting you to explain why you 
fear harm or mistreatment if you return to your home country. 

This section of the form has about 10 questions like this, where you are 
prompted to enter detailed descriptions of your experiences. 

Each dialogue box will accept up to 4,000 characters, which is roughly 500 
words, but you may submit additional information in a later section of the 
application. 
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Gather Your Evidence 
Be prepared to upload these 
documents: 
• Written statement about the harm 

you experienced 
• Supporting information including 

newspaper articles, witness reports, 
medical records, photographs, 
government documents, and any 
other information you think helps 
establish your asylum claim(s) 

19 

An important section of the form is where you will upload initial evidence. You 
can upload various types of evidence to support your asylum claim. 

After uploading a document, you should select a document type. We call this 
tagging. In the example above, the appropriate document type is Driver’s 
License. When there is not an ideal match, you can select ‘Other Supporting 
Documents’ as the ‘tag’ from the dropdown. Accurate document tagging will 
aid in efficient case review for USCIS. 

Applicants can upload up to five documents at a time, with a maximum file size 
of 12 MB per document. There is no limit to the number of documents in total. 
These documents will be ingested into USCIS’s asylum case management 
system and be available to Asylum staff. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Gather Your Evidence, continued 

• Personal identification 
o Birth certificate, driver’s license, every page of your passport, 

national ID, etc. 

• Identification of your family members 
o Birth records, marriage certificate, divorce decree, school 

records, every page of their passport, etc. 

• General country conditions 
o Can include newspaper articles or official reports 

• Criminal history 
o If you or anyone included as a dependent in your application 

was arrested in the U.S., you must provide a certified copy of 
arrest reports, court disposition, sentencing documents, 
etc. If these documents are not available, you must provide 
an explanation why they are not available. 

20 

 Form I-589 requires that you submit evidence to support your asylum 
claim. It is important that you collect this information ahead of time, scan 
it, or take a picture of each document, and give it a simple descriptive 
name. 

 Personal identification for each person included in the application, 
including birth records, every page of their passport, marriage and divorce 
records, national ID. 

 It is also helpful to submit documents that show the general country 
conditions in the country from which you are seeking asylum. This can 
include newspaper articles and official reports from government agencies 
and organizations. 

 Lastly, if you or anyone included as a dependent in your application was 
arrested in the United States, you must submit certified copies of arrest 
reports, court disposition, and sentencing documents.  If you cannot 
provide these documents, you will need to prepare a letter explaining why 
you cannot provide them. 

20 
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Gather Your Evidence, continued 

• Give your documents simple, Don’t use automated scan 
file name.descriptive names. 
Example:  722.PNG

• Do not use the automated IMG_0483.JPG 
scan name. 8977.PDF 

Give all documents a 
clear, descriptive name. 

Example:  Birth certificate 
National ID 
Passport 

21 

If you cannot get a document we ask for when you complete the form online, 
you should write a letter explaining why you cannot provide it.  Upload that 
letter as evidence. 

Also, an important reminder---please do not use the automated scan name as 
the name of your document. This makes it hard for you to identify what you 
have uploaded, and it also makes it harder for our officers when they are 
reviewing your application.  Give your documents simple descriptive names. 

And be sure you tag each document. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Sign & Submit 

22
Asylum applicant 

  
 

 

 

  
  

 

Next, is the Applicant’s certification and signature page.  You will be asked to 
verify that all of the information entered is complete, true, and correct. And you 
will need to select a check box certifying that you read and agree to the 
applicant’s certification statement. 

Once the check box is selected, a signature box will pop up. You will type your 
name in the signature box and press “Submit.” Typing your name into the 
signature box completes the certification. 

If a preparer is assisting the applicant, the preparer will be prompted to 
download, sign, and upload a document called, “Preparer’s Contact 
Information, Certification, and Signature.” This document is equivalent to 
Section E. of the paper Form I-589. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Post-submission Message 

Receipt notices usually post immediately, but sometimes it can take up to 72 hours to post.  
Remember, we do not mail any routine notices. All notices are posted to the account. 

23 

After the form is submitted, you or your legal representative will receive a 
message indicating that USCIS is processing the form and that it may take 72 
hours for the application information to appear in your USCIS online account. 

Please note: we do not mail any routine notices. All notices are posted to your 
online account. However, if we approve your application following your 
interview, we will mail you the Form I-94, Arrival/Departure Record. If we deny 
your application and refer to the case to immigration court, we will mail you a 
Notice to Appear, or NTA. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Form I-589 
Case Card 

24 

After you submit Form I-589 online, you will be directed to your account 
homepage where you can see your Form I-589 case card, along with other cases 
you submitted or linked to your account. 

This case card for Form I-589 has three tabs. 

Case status 
Case history 
And documents 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Case Card 

Case card has three tabs: Case status, Case history, Documents 

25 

You can see there are three tabs….case status, case history, and documents. 

The case status tab in your USCIS online account is the same message as what 
appears on the Case Status Online web page. Both places show the current 
status of the case. 
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Case Card 

Case history only available in account, shows prior statuses 

26 

One benefit of the USCIS online account is that the case history tab shows all of 
the prior case statuses. This is very helpful because while Case Status Online is 
an excellent tool, it shows only the current status of the case. The Case History 
tab gives you historical detail of your case over time. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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27 

Documents tab shows: 
• All USCIS notices 
• All evidence uploaded by 

applicant or representative 
• Option to upload additional 

evidence 

And lastly, this is the documents tab that shows all the evidence the applicant 
uploaded, as well as the documents we have issued. 

We do not mail copies of receipt notices, ASC appointment notices, interview 
notices, or Requests for Evidence. We will post all notices to your account. 
However, as mentioned earlier, if we approve the case after we interview you, 
we will mail Form I-94 to the applicant. If we deny the case and refer it to 
immigration court, we will mail the applicant a Notice to Appear. Those are the 
only documents that we mail in hard copy to I-589 applicants who apply online. 

Something to note on the documents tab, if you need to upload evidence after 
you submit your application, you can use the unsolicited evidence button 
shown here. Do not use this to respond to a request for evidence. But this 
button can be handy if you need to make a correction, or feel you want to 
provide other documents. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Request for Evidence (RFE) 

Applicants will know they 
have an RFE: 
• When they receive a case 

notification 
• When they check case status 

online or in their account 
• By reviewing case history 
• By reviewing “Documents” 

tab 

28 

Now let’s talk about RFEs. If we issue a request for evidence, you can respond by 
uploading responsive evidence directly to your pending application.  This is fast 
and secure, and you can see when we received your response. 

Applicants receive case notifications when we take action on their case. But we 
also recommend you login to your account at least once a week to see if you 
have received any notices. All notices are posted under the “Documents” tab. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Request for Evidence (RFE) 

• Applicants/representatives can 
upload up to FIVE documents to 
respond to RFE. 

• Once applicant/representative 
clicks “submit,” the RFE portal 
closes. 

29 

Online responses to RFEs are limited to five documents. And once the applicant 
or representative hits submit, that RFE portal closes.  This means that any 
evidence uploaded later will not be labeled as responsive to the RFE. It will be 
labeled as unsolicited evidence. 
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Updating Personal Details 

30 

Applicants cannot change their name, date of birth, 
A# or Online Account Number after they submit a form. 

Applicants may change mailing address, physical 
address, and phone number. 

We offer an account profile where applicants and legal representatives can 
manage personal information and contact details. To modify your profile, click 
on “My Account” at the top right of the screen, and choose “Profile.” 

Once a case is submitted, you can see your full name, date of birth, A-number, 
phone number, and both your mailing and physical addresses. 

You CANNOT modify your name, date of birth, or A-number after a form is 
submitted. 

If you submitted Form I-589 online, you can change your phone number, mailing 
address and physical address by clicking on the edit option in your account 
profile. You can also use our Change of Address online tool but we recommend 
using the account. 

One important reminder for legal representatives: Legal representatives can 
update their contact details in their account, but they cannot change personal 
details for their client.  The client must do that for themselves in their own 
account. 

30 
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Secure Messaging 

31 

After a form is submitted, applicants and legal representatives can send us a 
message from their account inbox.  They need to choose a subject from the list 
of options, enter their receipt number, and then write their question. 

These messages route to Immigration Services Officers at Tier Two at the 
contact center.  These officers have been to the immigration academy and have 
extensive training and system access to resolve customer queries.  However, 
these ISOs cannot answer any substantive legal questions or provide legal 
advice. 

Our contact center staff sometimes call a customer, so bear that in mind. Our 
calls come from area code 202. 

Now we will transition to an overview of how attorneys and accredited 
representatives submit forms online for a client. 

* USCIS owns the image(s) 
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Representative Steps 
1. Attorney or accredited 

representative creates a 
representative account. 

2. Completes Form I-589, then               
Form G-28. 

3. When forms are complete, system 
generates Representative Passcode. 
Legal representative must give code 
to client. 

32 

Now we will provide a high-level overview of how a legal representative 
submits a form for a client 

1. The first thing an attorney or accredited representative needs to do is 
create a legal representative account. 

2. Then they will complete Form I-589 and then Form G-28. 
3. When forms are complete, the system will automatically generate a 

Representative Passcode. The attorney or accredited representative must 
give this code to their client. 
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Applicant Steps (When Working With Legal Rep) 

1. Applicant creates applicant 
account and selects “Enter 
representative passcode” 

2. Applicant enters 
representative passcode 

3. Reviews forms prepared by 
legal representative, can 
accept or decline 

33 

4. If applicant declines any form, all forms return to legal 
representative for further editing. 

When the legal representative has completed their steps in the process, the 
applicant will perform their tasks. 

1. The first thing the applicant must do is create a USCIS applicant account. 

2. Once they are in their account, they must select “Enter representative 
passcode” and enter the representative passcode exactly as the 
representative sent it. 

3. The applicant then reviews the forms prepared by the legal representative. 
They can accept or decline each form. If they accept both forms, the forms 
return to the legal representative for submission. If applicant declines any 
form, all forms return to legal representative for further editing. 
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How Legal Representatives File a Form 

34 

Now we are going to review a few slides on what representatives see in a 
representative account. 

Representatives start by adding a client, and then they select the form they 
want to complete for that client. They complete the immigration benefit form 
first, then the Form G-28, Notice of Entry of Appearance as an Attorney or 
Accredited Representative. 

* USCIS owns the images 
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Complete Form G-28 
Important Reminders 
1. After representative clicks 

“finished,” forms lock for editing 

2. On G-28, representative must 
enter same client email address 
that client used to create account 

3. Representative should share rep 
passcode via email or text 

35 

Here, we will highlight three important points in the representative account…. 
1. First, when completing the Form G-28, the representative must enter the 

exact email address the client used to create their applicant account. If you 
don’t, the client will not be able to access the forms you prepared for them. 

2. Second, when the legal representative completes Form G-28, the system 
will automatically generate a representative passcode. The code is long 
and is a combination of letters and numbers so we recommend you email 
or text the code to your client to reduce the potential for typos.  If your 
client enters the passcode incorrectly they will not be able to review the 
forms you prepared for them. 

3. Lastly, after the representative completes each form online, they have an 
opportunity to review the draft before finishing. We recommend you save 
the pdf that is available at this stage. If you do not save the pdf,  you will 
not have an accessible copy of what you prepared until your client reviews 
and accepts the forms. 

Sometimes attorneys and accredited representatives ask if they need to be 
physically present in the same room when the client signs the Form G-28 
online. And the answer is no, the attorney or accredited representative and 
client do not need to be in the same room when the client signs the Form G-28 
online. 
* USCIS owns the images 
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Receive and Share Passcode 
Representative account Applicant account 

System will generate a one-time passcode. 
Representative must give this to client. 

Applicant must enter passcode to link 
accounts and review forms. 

36 

The left image is an example of the one-time passcode the representative will 
receive. The passcode will also display on their client’s case card. 

When the client receives the passcode from their representative, they should 
log in to their account and choose ‘enter a representative passcode’ to review 
Forms G-28 and I-589 for accuracy. The client can accept or decline the forms 
their representative completed for them. 

* USCIS owns the images 
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Applicant Reviews Forms G-28 and I-589 
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Now we will review how it appears for an applicant to review the forms their 
legal representative prepared for them. 

The first thing the client will do is review the Form G-28, and they have the 
option to accept or decline it. If the applicant accepts the Form G-28, they 
proceed to reviewing Form I-589. Here again, the client can accept or decline 
the form. 
If they accept both forms, they will sign the forms and both forms will go back 
to the legal representative for payment and submission. 
If the client declines any form, it doesn’t matter which one, all the forms return 
to the legal representative for edits and corrections. 

We call this the virtual handshake, and we are aware that some representatives 
have expressed frustration with this requirement. Some attorneys who use the 
account often for online filing have told us the extra steps are worth it for the 
benefit of having access to all notices and being able to respond to RFEs 
electronically. Having said that, we are continually working to improve the user 
experience and value your feedback very much. 

* USCIS owns the images 
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Pay For and Submit Forms 
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After the applicant accepts Forms G-28 and I-589 and provides their signature, 
the forms return to the legal representative, who can then submit the forms. 
Ordinarily the representative would need to pay for the form with a U.S. bank 
account, debit card or credit card. But there is no fee for Form I-589. So, the 
legal representative would select ’Pay and submit.”  This cannot be undone. 
Just like with paper forms, an online form can not be unsubmitted. 

* USCIS owns the images 
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Best Practices 
• Answer every question as fully as you can. Incomplete 

applications may cause delays. 

• File just ONE Form I-589 (whether online or paper)  

• Use USPS suggested address, include the ZIP code + 4. 

• Give evidence descriptive names. Do not use the automated 
scan name. Tag all documents. 

• Log into your account at least once a week to check for 
notices and updates.  
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• And now we will wrap up and review some of the tips we reviewed today. 

• Be sure to answer every question as fully as you can. Incomplete 
applications may cause delays and longer interviews. 

• Whether you file a paper Form or online form, you can only submit one. 

• Use the U.S. Postal Service address the system recommends and include the 
ZIP code + 4.  This helps ensure accurate delivery of final notices. 

• Give your evidence simple, descriptive names and do not use the automated 
scan name. And remember to tag all  your documents with a description 
from the drop-down list. 

• Our last reminder – you should log into your account at least once a week to 
check for any notices or updates.  Remember, we will not be mailing you any 
notices in the mail. You need to get all your notices in your online account. 
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Get Technical Support 
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my.uscis.gov/account/v1/needhelp 

 

 
 

If you need technical support, you can fill out a short web form and choose from 
four options: 

• Change the one-time PIN delivery method. 

• Request a new online access code. 

• Reset your password, and 

• Get help unlocking your account. 

These inquiries route to a technical help desk and they are usually responded to 
within two to three business days. 

• USCIS owns the images 
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Helpful Websites to Bookmark 
• Create an account—my.uscis.gov 

• Get technical support—my.uscis.gov/account/v1/ 
needhelp 

• Learn about the account—www.uscis.gov/file-online 

• Inquire about a case—Send us a message from your inbox 

• The number we call from—Area code 202 
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https://my.uscis.gov/
https://my.uscis.gov/account/v1/needhelp
https://www.uscis.gov/file-online


Thank you! 
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About this Presentation 
Author:  U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Digital Services Division 
Date of last revision: January 4, 2023. This presentation is current only as 
of the date of last revision. 
This presentation contains no sensitive Personally Identifiable Information 
(PII). 
Any references in documents or text, with the exception of case law, relate 
to fictitious individuals. 
All images in this presentation are from the MS Office image library or the 
USCIS online account. 
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Dissemination 
This presentation may not be reproduced or further 
disseminated without the express written consent of U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services. 
Please contact Public.Engagement@uscis.dhs.gov for 
additional information. 
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Disclaimer 

This presentation is not intended to, does not, and may not be 
relied upon to create or confer any right(s) or benefit(s), 
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any individual 
or other party in benefit requests before USCIS, in removal 
proceedings, in litigation with the United States, or in any 
other form or manner. This presentation does not have the 
force of law, or of a DHS directive. 
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